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Abstract— The internet plays a major role in transforming huge amount of information day by day in World Wide Web. Search engine is 
the important tool source to interact user for information retrieval. The traditional way of finding answers to the search queries provide 
irrelevant result for the searched quires. Web 3.0 collaborates with semantic web gives better result for searched queries. The main focus 
of this paper is to give a framework using semantic web services constructed with service oriented architecture (SOA) for improving 
searching capacity. The proposed methodology uses depth first search algorithm for semantic search services. The semantic search uses 
RDF data set and work with responses constructed with Ontologies. The proposed study not only improves response time, it also provides 
ranking schemes based ontology relevant score of the responses observed. 

Index Terms— Semantic Web, Semantic Web Search, SOA, Ontologies, Semantic Web Services, Semantic Web Service Composition.   

——————————      —————————— 

1. INTRODUCTION                                                                     
Large amount of data available are provided by World Wide 
Web, which made an unpredictable growth [1]. The infor-
mation gathered by the means of search engines is mostly 
used. The search results provided by the search engines are 
most likely to be irrelevant from its search queries, because of 
abandoned number of information available in internet. The 
current human understandable data was extended by the 
foremost initiative of the semantic web [6], because it encodes 
some of the semantics of resources in a machine understanda-
ble form. Newer avenues of more additional functionalities, 
advanced application on the web are provided by the www 
data, which is in the machine understandable form.  
 
Semantic web applications provide a meaningful search result 
for a searched query by integrating processed information and 
information searched.W3C Consortium’s semantic web pro-
vides a database for Resource Description Framework (RDF) 
[2]. Best machine understandable format can be formulated in 
RDF database by introducing Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
[3], [4], [9]. The semantic web is imagined to encourage coor-
dination of information accessible crosswise over different 
web requisitions, web servers through semantic web services 
[6] [7]. The semantic data accessible with the service providers 
is in the RDF form. Also the ontologies based dependent upon 
the RDF information give imparted ideas and relations utiliz-
ing either OWL1 or OWL2. We characterize such benefit ser-
vice as semantic providers. To encourage extra enlightening 
rationales around the elements the schema depicted in this 
paper recognizes Owl2 when contrasted with its antecedent 
Owl1 which gives restricted backing. The interoperability of 
the semantic data accessible with the web requisitions is a ma-
jor prerequisite which prompts giving semantic hunt as an 
administration separated from extra semantic web administra-
tions for provisions. Semantic Web Services are like traditional 
web services which give machine to machine collaboration 

over the www between a web server and a web client. Seman-
tic web services use markup dialects to give information in a 
machine meaningful structure with all the social portions (on-
tology details). The SSFSWS presented in this paper gives a 
semantic inquiry environment based on services oriented ar-
chitecture (SOA). The structural planning of the SSFSWS is as 
indicated in Figure 1. The remaining original copy is com-
posed as takes follows section 2 of the paper talks about the 
writing survey embraced and the work of individual analysts. 
The following area presents the SSFSWS in which the semantic 
search providers, the depth first search algorithm for semantic 
web service composition. Section 4 this paper talks about the 
test study attempted and the conclusion and future work is 
examined in the last area of the paper. 

Figure 1: SSFSWS System Architecture 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The semantic web envisions the web content to be in a ma-
chine understandable form. Representation the web content in 
the RDF form has been standardized by W3C [2].  Searching 
the RDF web content put forth the existence of semantic search 
engines [21]. Early attempts by researchers [10] to semantically 
alter the search queries to provide better search responses 
were introduced. Researchers have proposed search engines 
based on the RDF knowledge bases [11][12][13].  Ontologies 
based semantic search engines proved to provide higher accu-
racy [14] [15] [16]. Hybrid techniques for providing better 
search results have also been studied during the course of the 
research work presented here. In hybrid techniques in addi-
tion to RDF data Ontologies extracted are also used to provide 
for better search environments. [17][18][19]. It could be con-
cluded that hybrid techniques perform better than the other 
classes of semantic search engines hence the SSFSWS utilizes a 
hybrid technique of providing search responses based on the 
RDF data and the Ontologies extracted [20]. The framework 
discussed in this paper considers the semantic search provid-
ed through web services [22]. Ranking of the semantic search 
results have been achieved using various techniques like ex-
tended information retrieval techniques [23], interpretations 
[24], file rank matrices [25] and concept based ranking [26]. 
Form the study it can be concluded that ontology based rank-
ing mechanism would be idyllic. The framework proposed in 
this paper considers an Ontology Relevance Score based rank-
ing system.  Image Search based on semantics is considered as 
a hot topic of research currently [27][28]. The future work of 
the SSFSWS proposed in this paper could be considered to 
support image based search. 

3. SEMANTIC SEARCH FRAMEWORK USING 
SEMANTIC WEB SERVICES 

SSFSWS framework discuss proposed in this section of the 
paper. The SOA chosen enable us to realize the framework 
using a modularized approach. The SOA shown in Fig. 1 could 
be considered as a complex system of  dependencies. 
Where represents the services offered and represents the 
applications offered by the SOA system. In SOA an application 
may need multiple service offerings or varied applications 
need similar services or similar applications may be provided 
by varied services. The SSFSWS utilizes a similar application 
of semantic search provided by the semantic search provid-
ers hence it could be said that the SSFSWS depends on the 
availability of the semantic search application offered by the 

semantic search providers. Semantic web service manage-
ment tends to be cumbersome if it is done manually. In order 

to automate the semantic web service management we need a 
common syntax and a common semantic service description to 
interoperate. The W3C have standardized the syntax defini-
tion through the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) 
[29]. Semantic Interface Description language adopted by the 
SSFSWS is OWL-S [30]. Let us consider a set of all semantic 
concepts  defined as 

 
Where  represents the semantic concept. The  is a con-
cept derived from the RDF   knowledge base (KB) and 
the ontologies derived from the RDF knowledge 
base . In other words 

 
Where  Represents the ontology building 
function using  . The ontology building function 
extracts all the related concepts and axioms of  present in 
the RDF KB .The SSFSWS represents a complex SOA hence 
the RDF data set is available with semantic service 
providers. The RDF data can be defined as 

 
Where  

 
 

The ontologies extracted or the ontology knowledge base 
could be defined as  
where the ontology set available with semantic service 
provider. The locally available ontologies could be defined as  

 from the above definition it is clear the ontologies 
available with semantic service provider may not contain all 
the possible concepts, relations and axioms as the complete 
RDF set is unavailable with the semantic service pro-
viders.  This is the problem that exists in the current semantic 
search deployments available. The purpose of the SSFSWS is 
to overcome the short comings by using efficient searching 
algorithms and semantic web service compositions. 
 
3.1 Semantic Search Providers 
The semantic search providers in the SSFSWS provide seman-
tic search web services which support the semantic search ap-
plication. The semantic search providers are defined as  

 
where is the  semantic search providers. The system 
architecture of the semantic search providers is shown in Fig-
ure 2.  
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Figure 2: System Architecture of Semantic Search Providers 
 

Each semantic search providers possess the RDF KB. The RDF 
KB could be represented as 

 
Where  is the RDF data record available with the se-
mantic search provider . 
The RDF data is usually embedded in XML documents as they 
support segment declaration using tags. The RDF data usually 
is enclosed within tags represented as  and  

  [31]. The RDF records are said to consist con-
sists of triplets [32]. Based on the concept of triplets the record 

could be represented as 

 
Where is the subject triplet,  is the predicate 
triple and  represents the object triplet. 

The concepts extracted from the RDF KB include some com-
plex relations that cannot be represented in RDF alone hence 
the SSFSWS presented here adopts representation of the on-
tologies through  Axioms due to its benefits [9] as com-
pared to . A brief summary of the syntax and semantics 
of the  is as shown in Table 1. 
The KB of the semantic search providers which constitute of 
both the RDF KB and Ontology KB are humongous in nature 
and size. A search executed on huge databases would affect 
the response times due to numerous disk read and disk write 
operations involved in the semantic search. To compress the 
knowledge base and create cache the SSFSWS utilizes a hierar-
chical data ordering algorithm.  
The ontology KB of RDF data records is defined as 

 

 

Name Syntax Semantics 

Concepts 
   

   
   

 
 

 

   
 
 

  

   
   

Axioms 

 
 

  

   
   
   

   
Table1: SROIQ Rules Semantic Equivalent 

 
Let the cache of a concept  which represents the seman-
tic concept be represented as     
where is the number of relations of the concept and rep-
resents the number of edge concepts. It is evident that greater 
the number of concepts and greater the relations that exist 
larger is the KB size increasing the number of disk operation 
for a semantic search.  The number of occurrences of a concept 
in an ontology is directly proportional or equivalent to the 
number of relations of a concept. Also it can be stated that 
for a constant is equivalent to a function of the number of 
relations ( ) of a concept and a function of the edge 
depth ( ) of a concept . 

 
Also   
 
From the above equation it is clear that even if the number of 
relations of a concept increase the cache size does not 
increase by a great extend. Generally the concepts require 

storage space per concept ( ). The space utilized in 
storing the cache defined above is given by 

 
Where is the space required to store the same concept . 
It is considered that only one entry of a concept is allowed 
in the cache.  In order to compare the normal caching strategy 
with the caching strategy used in SSFSWS the comparison ra-
tio is defined as 
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Hence the proposed caching strategy improves the storage 
space utilization by approximately  . The access cost for 

the caching strategy is defined as  
                        
Where  
The probability of finding the concept in the 
knowledge base is defines as   
The access time of the cache to search for a concept within 
the knowledge base with a probability is defined 
as   
            
              Where  
represents the branching factor of the ontology tree. The cache 
created based on the RDF KB and Ontology KB is encoded in a 
binary format for faster access. 

The ontology relevance score is a ration between the que-
ry concept and the response concept based on the ontologies 
constructed. The ontology relevance score is used by the Se-
mantic Search Application in ranking the search responses 
received by the semantic service provider considered in the 
SSFSWS. The semantic query could be defined as a set of 
concepts and relational operators. The semantic search web 
service offered supports queries containing Boolean operators 
like  commonly available with the major 

search providers.   
The semantic query  could be represented as a 

matrix where represents the number of concepts que-
ried for and represents the number of relations, logical op-
erators and special characters defined for querying amongst 
the concepts. The semantic response is a set of responses 
and the corresponding ontology relevance score defined as 

 
The semantic response could also be represented as a 

matrix where is the number of responses obtained for 
the semantic search query . The ontology relevance score is 

defined as  
To represent the ontology relevance score to a scale of 

Normalization is considered in the SSFSWS hence the 
ontology relevance score could be defined as 

 
Where  

The semantic search providers could be considered as the core 
of the SSFSWS architecture. The providers discussed in this 
section not only rely on the RDF KB to provide effective search 
queries but also rely heavily on the Ontologies KB to provide 
effective and accurate search responses. The semantic search 
provider’s not only incorporate effective hierarchical caching 
strategies enhancing query response time but also provide 
relevant query responses. In addition to the query responses 
the search providers also provide ontology relevance scores 
associated with each query responses enabling effective rank-
ing when multiple semantic search responses are composed. 

3.2 Semantic Search Application 
 

The semantic search application is a user interface which ac-
cepts user search queries represented by . The SSFSWS 
accepts logical, conditional and simple term based search que-
ries. The response of the search is represented as . The se-
mantic search application provides the search responses  
by using semantic web service composition techniques. The 
depth first search based semantic web service composition 
algorithm is discussed in the next section of this paper. The 
semantic search response not only consists of search responses 
but additionally provides the ontology relevance score used in 
ranking the search responses i.e. higher the ontology relevance 
score greater is the rank of the search response. The semantic 
search application also provides the ontologies constructed 
after consuming the semantic services provided by the se-
mantic service providers. The provided ontologies are con-
structed by the possible concepts and axioms obtained post 
the semantic web service composition. This enables the 
SSFSWS to provide better semantic search results and over-
come the drawback currently prevalent in the semantic web 
search sphere (discussed in the previous section of this paper).  
Let us consider semantic concept set  and two concepts 

and . There exists 4 possible relations 
amongst concepts and  . The possible relations could be 
defined by using the subsume represented by and de-
fined as    
Where  represents the conditional true relation and repre-
sents a conditionally false relation. Using the above definition 
we could define the first possible relation between the con-
cepts and  as 

Holds if and only if the semantic con-

cept is a generalization of the semantic concept . Also 
then it could be stated that the semantic concept is a spe-
cialization of the semantic concept  . 

Holds if and only if the semantic con-

cept is a specialization of the semantic concept . Also 
then it could be stated that the semantic concept is a gener-
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alization of the semantic concept  . 
If the semantic concepts and the semantic concept  are 

not related then and  

If the semantic concepts and the semantic concept  are 

equal then and  
The generalization, specialization and the subsume  rela-
tions are transitive. Let us consider a parameter of the se-
mantic service provider and a parameter of the seman-
tic service provider . If the parameters then the 
semantic web service could be called if on-
ly . It could also be stated that the parame-
ter  requires less or equal data than the parameter .For 
the semantic web service composition required there is no re-
quirement for a demarcation amongst the concepts and the 
semantic concepts.  Let’s define a set of semantic web services 
available with the semantic search application as follows 

 
where represents the   semantic web service offered 
by semantic service provider . 
Each semantic web service offered by semantic service provid-
er required a set of inputs denoted as and if the set 
of inputs is provided in an orderly fashion the semantic web 
service provides a set of output concepts denoted by and 

. The depth first search semantic web service com-
position algorithm discovers the semantic web services availa-
ble . On successful execution of the semantic web service 
execution algorithm the next semantic web service 
i.e. could be processed only if the execution of the pre-
vious  (provided with the input parameters and 
the output concepts are obtained in response) is pro-
cessed successfully. Let the depth first search based semantic 
web service composition be represented as   
then the semantic web service composition is said to success-
fully process all the requests if 
 

 
  

 
    

 
Let  represent a semantic service provider search func-
tion based on a concept which provides all the set of seman-
tic web services available defined as 
  
Also it could be stated that 

 
 
The semantic search application is an interface which provides 
the search criteria to the composed services the results ob-
tained are then there by provided to the user. On receiving the 

user’s semantic search query the application of the 
SSFSWS performs the semantic web services search func-
tion . The web service offerings amongst the varied se-
mantic service providers are obtained by the advertisement 
process invoked by the . Based on the semantic web ser-
vices offered and the user query appropriate web services are 
selected. The selected web service offerings  are com-
posed using the semantic web service composition func-
tion . On completing the composition the 
semantic web services are invoked by parsing the required 
user parameters . The results obtained are aggregated and 
ranked based on the ontology relevance score. Higher is the 
ontology relevance score higher is the rank. The ranking could 
be easily achieved using any sorting algorithm. 
Let the semantic web search response set be defined as 

 
 
Where  represents the semantic search response received 
from the semantic service provider for a given query 
set . As stated earlier the semantic search algorithm availa-
ble at the semantic service provider’s end, provide the result 
page info, the ontologies behind the search, the ontology rele-
vance score. Based on this argument could be defined as  

 
 
Where represents the  search result received from 
the semantic service provider for a given query set .  
The semantic web service composition is an important entity 
of the semantic web search application. The next section of this 
paper discusses the depth first search algorithm utilized in 
composing the semantic web services offered by the 

semantic service providers. 

 

3.2.1  Semantic Web Service Composition 
Using Depth First Search Algorithm 
 
The semantic search framework SSFSWS introduced in this 
paper utilizes the depth first search algorithm for semantic 
web service composition. The dept first search algorithm is 
selected for the sole purpose of quicker responses it offers and 
it is computationally lighter when compared to other semantic 
web service composition algorithms. The web service compo-
sition function introduced in the earlier section of this paper 

receives the set of semantic web services 
over which the composition has to be performed. The 

semantic web services composition is performed using the 
depth first search algorithm. Let us define a function  
which performs the depth first algorithm is defined as 
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Where  represents the input query set,  is the desired 
response, represents the current temporary semantic 
web services identified,  represents the current depth and 

represents the resultant semantic web service identified. 
The is solved by the following algorithm 
Step 01: START 
Step 02: For Each  
Step 03: For Each  
Step 04: Initialization   
Step 05:  For Each  
Step 06: IF   
Step 07:    
Step 08:   End IF 
Step 09:  End For Each 
Step 10:  For Each  
Step 11: IF   
Step 12:   
Step 13:   End If 
Step 14:  End For Each 
Step 15:   
Step 16:  IF  
Step 17:   Return  
Step 18:  End IF 
Step 19:  ELSE 
Step 20:   IF   
Step 21:   
  

Step 22:   End IF 
Step 23:   IF  
Step 24:    Return  
Step 25:   End IF 
Step 26:  End ELSE 
Step 27: End For Each 
Step 28:  End For Each 
Step 29:  Return  
Step 30: END 
Where  represent temporary pro-
cessing variables and represents the maximum depth. 
The semantic web service composition function denoted by 

is realized using the following algorithm 
Step 01: START 
Step 02: Initialization   
Step 03:  DO 
Step 04:  

Step 05:    
Step 06:  While  
Step 07: END 

The composes the semantic web services from the 
back. In each iteration of the  loop the algorithm 
checks if a service within the could provide the service 
requested for. In the proposed framework SSFSWS we use the 
composition algorithm to identify the semantic service pro-
viders offering the semantic search web services to support the 
semantic search application. 
 
The SOA architecture considered for the SSFSWS is described 
in this section of the paper. The SSFSWS is designed to pro-
vide appropriate search responses. The SSFSWS relies on the 
RDF KB and the Ontologies KB housed as the KB component 
of the semantic web service providers for provisioning of the 
search responses. The semantic search web services offered by 
the service providers are composed using the depth first 
search algorithm. The next section of the paper discusses the 
prototype implementation adopted to realize the SSFSWS. 

4.  CASE STUDY AND EXPERIMENTAL 
EVALUATION 

This section of the paper discusses a small case study under-
taken to prove the functional feasibility of the SSFSWS. The 
case study considered a popular semantic corpus Edubase2 
[33][34][35]. The Edubase consists of the records of the educa-
tional establishments in England and Whales. This corpus is 
maintained by the Education Department of the United King-
dom Government [36]. The Edubase2 corpus is huge and in 
order to construct an SOA architecture the Edubase2 data was 
split into three categories namely establishments offering pri-
mary education , establishments offering secondary education 
and educational establishments offering higher education and 
collegiate education. Each corpus resulting from the classifica-
tion discussed is considered as the RDF KB of the semantic 
search providers.  The SOA adopted to demonstrate the func-
tionality of the SSFSWS is as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Case Study Architecture Based on EDUBASE 

Microsoft .Net platform 4.0 is considered for the development 
of the case study presented here. The three semantic service 
providers offering the semantic search web services were de-
veloped on the ASP.Net platform. The web services offered 
were composed using the depth first search algorithm. The 
semantic search application was developed on a Windows 
Presentation Platform using C#.net and Extensible Application 
Markup Language (XAML) as the implementation language. 
The ontology viewer which basically is an interface applica-
tion to display the ontology graphs resulting from the search 
query was also developed using C#.net and XML. Most of the 
research work done in the area of semantic search preferred a 
Java based platform for implementation this is a major motiva-
tion to develop the SSFSWS on the .Net Platform. 

The RDF KB obtained from the Edubase2 corpus consists of a 
total number of 66655 records of various educational estab-
lishments in England and Whales. A comprehensive data of 
nearly 218 concepts per school were provided. The corpus on 
splitting in the terms of the type of education levels provided 
consists of 24167 establishments offering primary education , 
5099 providing secondary education and 37389 establishments 
offering higher education. The RDF KB housed in the three 
semantic search providers was considered to build ontologies 
and represent the relations using . The number of 
relations extracted based on the RDF KB housed with each 
semantic search service providers is as shown in Table 2. 
The number of RDF Records available with each of the seman-
tic search providers is shown in the Figure 4. The average 
number of relations extracted was found to be around 121.  
Figure 5 shows the number of relations extracted based on the 
RDF KB available with the semantic service providers. 

Education Type Offered 

Number of 
RDF Rec-

ords in 
Corpus 

Number 
of Rela-

tions 
Extracted 

HIGHER EDUCATION 37389 3663441 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 5099 764476 

PRIMARY EDUCATION 24167 3653042 
Table 2: RDF KB and Ontologies KB Statistics 

 

Figure 4: Size of the RDF KB Available with the Semantic Search 
Providers 

The semantic search application supports ontologies built us-
ing the language. A sample ontology obtained 
after performing the search is shown in Figure 6. The present-
ed case study is compared with the existing semantic search 
offered using Edubase/Edubase2 corpus maintained by the 
Education Department of the UK Government. [37][38]. The 
existing semantic search available online provides no support 
for relational queries and supports no logical or Boolean oper-
ators in the search query. The SSFSWS case study developed 
over comes these drawbacks and supports logical queries, 
Boolean operator based queries and queries using special 
characters. In addition the proposed SSFSWS also provides the 
ontology view of the response obtained for a query. Ranking 
the search results based on the ontology relevance score pro-
vides more legitimate search responses to be provided to the 
users. 

Figure 5: Number of Ontology Relations Extracted to form the 
Ontology KB 
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Figure 6: Ontology View Generated at the Semantic Search 

Application 
 
5.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
The designed framework named SSFSWS is based on SOA 
semantic search. It also offers semantic search web services 
and a semantic search application. The depth first search al-
goithm is used for composing semantic search web services. 
RDK KB and ontologies KB gives the bases for the semantic 
search responses in the SSFSWS framework. It also constructs 
using the SROIQ-DL web ontology language. The response 
time of the search result can be improvised by using hierar-
chical caching mechanisms. Ranking based on the ontology 
relevance score is also supported by SSFSWS. The semantic 
web service composition was posted by the construction of 
ontologies. The constructed ontologies also provide semantic 
search response which enables better graphical representation 
and analysis for the search query provided for users. The im-
age based search can be supported by providing SSFSWS and 
also semantic web services composition algorithm can be op-
timized in future. 
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